Proof. let (ί^,ί^), ζ^ έ -¿ 2 be an arbitrarily fixed point of the region D. Prom the properties of the region D it then follows that for an arbitrary £ e K^ =e C : ! i £ I < 1 } " fc^le Poittt £ ¿2 ) also belongs to the region D. let 
which, since the point (¿ 1t i 2 ) is arbitrary, ends the proof. Remark. Prom (9) it follows (it suffices to assume that z^-«--Zg) that the coefficients of expansion (8) an arbitrary starlike function (f e S*(D)) satisfy the condition
This implies immediately that for f e S*(D) and Similar considerations may be conducted for functions of η variables.
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